Message from the Executive Director
Identity is a tricky thing. The moment you think you have learned something about yourself or
others, something new happens that calls it all into question. Who we are as individuals,
organizations and communities, is a forever evolving reality. The decisions we make tend to
define us negatively or positively. We take risks, learn from mistakes and aim to step more into
being the people we believe we were created to be.
The Catalyst Collective experienced an identity forming year in 2016. “Learn by Doing” became
our unofficial mantra. We entered the year with three key goals: double our donations, expand
our programs and establish ourselves as thought leaders. Success was achieved in each of these
categories but the real win was what we learned about ourselves in the process.
As an organization, we learned that we really are a community that desires to help others grow
personally, professionally and spiritually. Our 124 new YouTube subscribers and 3700+ views
told us that we have a voice that others desire to follow. The expansion of our Effie Center After
Hours program confirmed the need for our growing influence
within the public schools. The completion of the Purpose Project
series and book encouraged us to keep working hard and never
stop dreaming.
It was also a year of many firsts. We had our first celebrity
endorsement with Guardians of the Galaxy Composer, Tyler Bates.
We hosted our first Catalyst 5k with over 50 runners. We were
awarded our first ever grant of $5,000 from the Kerr Foundation. The After Hours Program won
its first public award, we were featured in our first news story on TV and even self-published our
first book.
We learned by doing and in the process, stepped further into our identity as a community
designed to bring your unique purpose to life.
It’s true that environment shapes so much of who we become as well. Our Board of Directors
significantly stepped up their level of involvement and governance over the organization which
has sparked a maturing process that every healthy entity must walk through. The addition of
our Advisory Board proved to be an important move in retaining several very talented,
volunteers who could speak wisdom into each big decision we made.
This past year gave us the confidence we needed to be even more courageous in 2017. The
scale of our prayers and dreams are rising and our programs are being geared up for what we
believe to be our most impactful year yet. Your support has meant everything to us and it is our
hope that you will one day look back on the time, talent and money generously given to Catalyst
as the best investment you ever made.

Joe Elliott
Executive Director

Focused on Learning
We took some significant steps forward in establishing ourselves as more than just a place for
teens last year. This was due in large part to our desire to understand who exactly our target
market is and what they need from us in order to grow. We were fortunate enough to receive
guidance from a very
experienced business
consultant who helped us
clarify our goals and strategies
as shown in our matrix to the
right.
In an effort to focus more on
securing stable financial
support, we cut back on a few
programs including our Teen
Nights and Internship. Those
energies we redirected into the
areas that we deemed both
important and urgent. We also
made plenty of mistakes when
it came to fundraising and now
know much about what NOT to
do!
The bulk of our learning occurred in the formation of our new YouTube channel and in figuring
out how to generate great content with minimal overhead and good production quality. We
made more mistakes but learned fast. While creating content we also worked on a plan to
market the videos and material which we piloted in the Fall but do not plan to fully execute until
early 2017. Much of this journey was documented in our online video series entitled ’30 Days in
the Life of an Entrepreneur’.

The Expansion of Effie Center After Hours
It was an exciting year for our After Hours program which encountered growth numerically,
financially and in community awareness. At McNeil, we connected with 465 students, tripling
our reach from 2015. In addition, we gained
great media exposure with a news story done by
Austin’s local Spectrum News (watch it here:
https://youtu.be/81jG681xBcs) as well as write
ups in Round Rock ISDs district wide newsletter.
Thanks to our strongest volunteer team yet, we
heard numerous stories each week of teens who
were opening up about their lives, getting help
with school work and applying their talents to
help our team.

With help from the Effie Center and their Executive Director, Kevin Kile, we were able to open a
second After Hours location at Leander High School. This was a leap of faith for us as the budget
to maintain 2 locations has not been secured. Our prayer is that it will be easier to gain support
by showing others what we are doing in the schools rather than expressing what we hope to do
one day.
Our Program Director, Zac Tinney, supported by our Leadership Development Director, Tyler
Schuetze, teamed up to equip two amazing volunteer teams that by the end of the year,
reached a combined 647 high school students!

The Social Reach of the Catalyst Collective
The creation of our YouTube Channel was the beginning of what
we believe will become one of the most important components of
our influence in Austin and beyond. Beginning in the summer, we
piloted several types of video content including video for parents,
church leaders, entrepreneurs and what we call ‘church misfits’.
Each series aimed to inspire and equip others in their personal,
professional or spiritual lives.
Here is what we learned after much trial and error:
1. It is possible to put out very good content without much
overhead costs.
2. Our followers liked it and wanted to see more.
3. People from outside of our immediate community will
follow and share our content as well.
4. The videos helped our donors and prospective donors get
excited about the impact we are making.
The numbers to the right may not seem very impressive, however,
when you consider we spent little to no effort marketing our
content (which will change in 2017) we were very encouraged by
our pilot of this channel.
The following comment from one of our subscribers outside of our
community is an example of what we often hear from so many
people who desire to grow spiritually but feel traditional church methods are not helping.

Owen Yoshi
I'm glad I found this channel, because there's hope there's actually a church I can use my own
talents and gifts instead of being molded into this robotic, death by book, discipler.

Program Impacts
The chart below shows the reach of our top 4 programs but excludes many events, community
service projects and other events we did throughout the year. In 2015 we had a total reach of
496 individuals. In 2016, even though we cut back on several programs such as Academy of
Awesome, Bat Talks and Teen Nights, we were still able to nearly DOUBLE our reach by
connecting with 971 teens and young adults!

Catalyst as an emerging thought leader
In a study conducted by Barna in 2016, they began their report on the study of young people
and church with the following summary:
Millennials are leaving the church. Nearly six in ten (59%) young people who grow
up in Christian churches end up walking away, and the unchurched segment
among Millennials has increased in the last decade from 44% to 52%, mirroring a
larger cultural trend away from churchgoing in America. When asked what has
helped their faith grow, “church” does not make even the top 10 factors.

In order to be an organization that is
leading the way in reaching and
empowering the next generation, we
must continue to study and react
quickly to the cultural trends of our
time. There is plenty of negativity
surrounding Millennials. They are
sprinters, not marathon runners. Their
work ethic is often lacking. Their
people skills are not the best. And they
seem entitled to just about everything.
Millennials, however, are also more
social media savvy than any other
generation. They are extremely value
driven, open to mentor relationships,
desire to grow personally and are
willing to sacrifice income if it means a
chance to make a difference in society.
The parenting phrase “connect before you correct” sums it up best. Businesses, churches,
schools and any organization that desires to lead this generation must be willing to take the
time to establish authentic relationships before earning the opportunity to speak into their lives.
Catalyst’s approach to bringing their unique purpose to life hinges on creating these
environments where genuine authenticity reigns and that is what keeps our students and young
adults coming back each week.
In 2017, with the official launch of our Catalyst Purpose Project, we hope to leverage these
relationships and take them further down the path of self-discovery and embracing who God
created them to be.

Financial Report
We were blessed with another record year of support that helped us retain key staff, expand
our After Hours and launch new initiatives such as the YouTube Channel and Purpose Project.
Our first Catalyst 5k race gave us extended exposure around Austin, drew 50 runners and helped
us pick up several new corporate donors.
A full summary of our annual Profit and Loss Statement and Balance Sheet can be found on our
website at www.catalystcollective.community.

2014

2015

2016

Income

$95,170

$133,593

$166,959

Expenses

$92,352

$136,095

$161,513

Total Net

$2,818

-$2,502

$5,446

In December of 2016, we received a letter from the Kerr Foundation stating we were being
awarded an outright grant of $5,000 toward the expansion of Effie Center After Hours. This was
Catalyst’s first official grant and had us very encouraged and hopeful for what’s to come.
We were so blessed by each of our 76 unique donors who contributed an average of $765 each
over the course of the year and have every reason to believe our upward trend will continue in
2017!

Catalyst Needs Your Help
Our heart wants to say YES to every young person we meet that is looking for guidance, support
and counsel. The challenge is we do not have enough staff or volunteers available to connect
with the number of Millennials we are meeting. The greatest gift you could give to the next
generation is your effort. Here is how you can join the ground-breaking work Catalyst is doing
and experience the development of your own gifts and passions at the same time.
There are many ways to make a difference including:
•

Catalyst Board of Directors

•

Catalyst Advisory Board

•

After Hours Volunteer

•

Community Service Team Leader

•

Film and Music

•

Development and Fundraising Team

•

Free Class Teacher (Academy of Awesome)

You probably have a skill or talent that can really move our mission forward but you don’t
realize it yet. We would love to hear from you! Click the “Get Involved” tab on our website and
let’s start a conversation about where your gift and passions intersect our needs as a mission
driven community.

Your Donation is More Important Than Ever
Did you know that a donation as little as $12 per month puts 1 student through our After Hours
program for over 3 months? A little really does go a long way. We have an ambitious goal to
raise up 24 new Student Advocates who are committing $100/month to Catalyst.
For those that enjoy donating in other ways, we created an Amazon Wish List and became
registered as an Amazon Charitable Organization. If you shop online, all you need to do is go to
www.smile.amazon.com and search for “Catalyst Teen Center”. Amazon will then donate a
percentage of everything you purchase back to us!
If you prefer more conventional methods, Donations by mail may be made to:
Catalyst Teen Center
2006 Hoffman Ct
Cedar Park, TX 78613

Looking Forward
We plan to keep the momentum going in 2017! Here is what you can expect from us this year:
Program Development: Attendance is great but that is not the long-term goal of any of our
programs. We desire to see others grow personally, professionally and spiritually thereby
becoming Community Catalyst’s. To forge forward in
this area, we will be making our Purpose Project
available in many forms and creating a teen version of
the course. We will also introduce the idea of
‘membership’ with the goal of walking closely with
those who are ready to invest in their ongoing
development.
National and Global Reach: We have not even scratched the surface of what is possible with our
YouTube Channel. Now that we know the type of content our target demographic is hungry for,
our community can expect to see us turn our quality videos aimed to equip and inspire. With a
little marketing effort, we will see exponential growth in our online reach. We plan to leverage
Facebook Live to begin live broadcasts that are also intended to equip and inspire.
Collaborative Community: The vision of a collaborative cowork space is still alive and things are
looking optimistic for its launch in 2017. This has the potential to become one of the main hubs
of operation where we are not only raising up mission minded entrepreneurs, but networking
and partnering with some of the most driven individuals living in greater Austin. To have our
own physical space that others can drop in on to ‘taste and see’ would be a game changer.
We expect our website to be updated by February to reflect all that we have planned and
present what we do with more clarity than ever.

Final Thought
Nothing great is ever accomplished alone. The reality is that there is nothing special about any
of us behind the scenes here at Catalyst. None of us are superstars with exceptional talent, we
are just average folk who have pooled our talents together and focused on a problem in society
that we refuse to give up on. What sets us apart is the fact that we simply tapped into our
unique purpose in life. As we help others do the same, philanthropic endeavors will become
more common and the average person who engages our organization will grow in confidence
knowing that they too, are capable of being a part of something bigger than themselves.
Pray for us. Pray for our support. Pray that, whether through our organization or some other
avenue, God will use YOU to be a Catalyst in someone’s life. Let’s make the choice together to
push forward along the road less travelled and just enjoy the ride.
You are deeply appreciated.

